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Some Colonial Homesteads and Their Stories

1897

we can hear urumula naganna s drum roll during the rendition of the sri akammagaru kaviya an oral tradition which is as
old as the hills is captured in the book gods heroes and their storytellers do you know the story of how the madiga
community came to inherit the right to skin cattle carcass and produce leather articles how are contemporary folk oral
literatures connected to the ramayana and the mahabharata there are many such stories and tradition bearers who
doggedly go on in spite of the onslaught of the digital media the author here has tried his best in keeping these traditions
alive by not only telling the stories but also by living with the story tellers themselves the rich details give us a window
to a world which is not only very far away for our everyday mundane existence but also makes us retrospect on what
we are missing out each of the tradition bearers are different and so are their stories and the region to which they belong
these are not merely stories but a way of life for these oral narrators who are fast disappearing in today s consumerist
landscape the need of the hour is to keep alive these traditions and the tradition bearers

Gods, Heroes and their Story Tellers

2014

touching and original stories about mothers and their daughters and the clock family is comprised of two parts in the first
author beth carol solomon m a has written a collection of short stories about the relationships mothers have with their
daughters many of whom have special needs and their day to day lives together the second part of the book follows the
story of the clocks a well mannered affectionate family who love each other unconditionally as they go about their day to
day lives and later deal with the hardship of their matriarch s struggles with dementia and the decisions made around the
passing of her life this collection embraces both the joys and struggles of family life mulling over the question of what it
means to love someone unconditionally with care full of warmth and candor this collection is well suited to anyone with a
penchant for sentimental fiction about family life

Stories About Mothers and Their Daughters and The Clock Family

2021-10-18

reproduction of the original q ships and their story by e keble chatterton

Q-Ships and their Story

2018-09-21

winner of the women in psychology jewish caucus award for 2000 jewish mothers tell their stories acts of love and
courage contains touching and personal essays written by contemporary jewish mothers from different parts of the globe
their stories reveal the choices that jewish mothers make in our post holocaust non jewish worldthe many ways of being
jewish the acts of loving of preserving and celebrating jewish traditions and spirituality and of transmitting them to their
children and families the reader jewish or not mother or not will be drawn into an appreciation of the cultural ethnic and
spiritual aspects of mothering jewish mothers will find a loving celebration of the many ways of being who they are
rabbis and educators will also gain a deeper understanding of what it means to be a jewish mother today

Jewish Mothers Tell Their Stories

2000

this book provides rich insights into the pre and post care experiences of boys who were pupils in a residential school
where the author worked over the course of the 1980s it describes the boys trajectories through life as well as detailing
the rhythms rituals routines and relationships that existed in the school while the focus is on the former boys experiences
these are augmented by interview material from staff members including religious brothers who worked in the school
together these different perspectives provide unique insights into an area of social work history that is ill served by
existing accounts making the book required reading for all scholars and students of social work social and oral history
narrative sociology criminology and desistance and social policy
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The Montgomerys and Their Friends. [A Religious Story.]

1865

this volume offers both theoretical and research based accounts from mothers in academia who must balance their own
intricate knowledge of school systems curriculum and pedagogy with their children s education and school lives it
explores the contextual advantages and disadvantages of knowing too much and how this impacts children s actions
scholastics and developing consciousness along various lines additionally it allows teachers administrators and researchers to
critically examine their own discourses and those of their students to better navigate their professional and domestic roles
gathering narratives from academic women in traditional and nontraditional maternal roles this volume presents both
contemporary and retrospective experiences of what it s like to raise children amidst educational and sociocultural change

British Inn Signs and Their Stories

1965

general george armstrong custer and his wife libbie custer were wholehearted dog lovers at the time of his death at little
bighorn they owned a rollicking pack of 40 hunting dogs including scottish deerhounds russian wolfhounds greyhounds
and foxhounds told from a dog owner s perspective this biography covers their first dogs during the civil war and in texas
hunting on the kansas and dakota frontiers entertaining tourist buffalo hunters including a russian archduke english
aristocrats and p t barnum all of whom presented the general with hounds custer s attack on the washita village when he
was accused of strangling his own dogs and the 7th cavalry s march to little bighorn with an analysis of rumors about a last
stand dog the custers pack was re homed after his death in the first national dog rescue effort well illustrated the book
includes an appendix giving depictions of the custers dogs in art literature and film

Boys’ Stories of Their Time in a Residential School

2022-09-09

this edited book project will include key academic concepts as transformative learning community resilience cultural
transformation and transformational leadership with the objective being to identify the vision and associated values being
applied during a challenge or a cultural change process particularly in women

Women Education Scholars and their Children's Schooling

2016-05-12

democracy needs the extraordinary efforts of ordinary people the experiences of the twelve creative community health
leaders which this book presents provide excellent examples of innovative democratic leadership to give their gifts
recaptures the neglected narratives of democracy it places community and mutual responsibility for one another at the
center of democratic leadership explains health care as social justice and asserts the belief that everyone has the gifts and
the right to contribute to community

General Custer, Libbie Custer and Their Dogs

2019-03-08

the shubert name has been synonymous with broadway for almost as long as broadway entertainment itself with
seventeen broadway theatres including the ambassador the music box and the winter garden the shubert organization
perpetuates brothers lee and jacob shubert s business legacy in the shuberts and their passing shows the untold tale of
ziegfeld s rivals author jonas westover investigates beyond the shuberts business empire into their early revues and the
centrifugal role they played in developing american theatre as an art form the shubert produced revues titled passing
shows were terrifically popular in the teens and twenties consistently competing with florenz ziegfeld s follies for the
greatest numbers of stars biggest spectacles and ultimately the largest audiences the shuberts and their passing shows is
the first ever book to unpack the colorful history of the productions delving into their stars costumes stagecraft and
orchestration in unprecedented detail providing a fresh and exciting window into american theatrical history westover
traces the fascinating history of the shuberts revue series presented annually from 1912 1924 and covers more broadly the
glorious days of early broadway in addition to its compelling history of broadway s golden age the shuberts and their
passing shows also provides a revisionary argument about the overarching history of the revue bolstered by a rich
collection of documents in the shubert theater archive westover argues against the popular misconception that the shubert
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s competitor producer florenz ziegfield responsible for the better known follies was the sole proprietor of broadway
audiences as westover proves not only were the passing shows as popular as the follies but also a key component in a
history of the revue that is vastly more complex than previous scholarship has shown the shuberts and their passing
shows brings to fruition years of original research and invaluable insights into the gilded formation of present day
broadway

Women Community Leaders and Their Impact as Global Changemakers

2022

autism has reached epidemic proportions the latest studies suggest that as many as one in 150 children ages ten and
younger may be affected by autism a total of 300 000 children in the united states alone adults included there are more
than a million people in the united states suffering from autistic disorders since autism has had a bleak prognosis and since
the isolation of autistic children is so painful to parents karen zelan s accounts of her breakthroughs with autistic children
in between their world and ours present a particularly hopeful perspective zelan illustrates how diagnostic labels reflect
the preconceptions and prejudices of the diagnostician but reveal nothing about the unique person who carries the label
and his potential as a human being describing nine of the forty five autists with whom she has worked zelan documents
how psychotherapy with autistic youth helps them to overcome their problems in communicating playing feeling
thinking and interacting with people more companionably her riveting narratives showing her growing understanding
of her young patients capture how it is to be autistic she describes the ways these young people meet the challenges of
being the way the are her work demonstrates how the social context in which autistic children find themselves can make
a significant difference in their development their self esteem and their ability to think through problems in living zelan
a gifted and intuitive psychotherapist shows how the autist s sense of self emerges during childhood she details how these
autistic children s first friendships originate the pitfalls and pleasures they experience in relating to their peers their
dreams and their fears of social contact these real life stories reveal what worked with autistic children and why zelan
offers prescriptive suggestions for parents and teachers based on her discoveries demonstrating humane ways of dealing
with the often troubling problems of autism and of closing the gap between their world and ours

To Give Their Gifts

2002

presents the attitudes and achievements of a diverse group of girls between the ages of thirteen and eighteen living across
the united states through portraits and their own words

Germany, Her People and Their Story

1899

an exciting new anthology of short fiction chosen by thirty five of this country s most distinguished and popular fiction
writers you ve got to read this offers readers an unusually intimate glimpse into how accomplished writers experience
literature here are stories that inspired today s leading novelists and short story writers to embark on their own writing
careers stories that took their breath away and changed them or the way they responded to literature forever oscar
hijuelos confesses his debt to the great argentine writer jorge luis borges whose brilliant story the aleph inspired him to
become a writer himself mary gordon stands in awe of what james joyce wrought in the dead and wonders how writers
who come after him can equal it robert coover writes movingly of angela carter and her mysterious story reflections
while kenneth a mcclane says that sonny s blues by james baldwin literally saved his life some of the stories presented
here are classics like anton chekhov s gooseberries introduced by eudora welty or flannery o connor s a good man is hard
to find selected by sue miller some are less well known like lars gustafsson s greatness strikes where it pleases introduced
by charles baxter or john updike s packed dirt churchgoing a dying cat a traded car whose beauty stunned lorrie moore all
were critically important to some of our finest contemporary writers among them annie dillard john irving amy tan
louise erdrich russell banks jane smiley bobbie ann mason tobias wolff and their comments about the selections offer
fascinating entrances into the stories for lovers of fiction you ve got to read this is a treasure trove a dazzling collection of
stories passionately and imaginatively chosen book jacket title summary field provided by blackwell north america inc all
rights reserved

The Shuberts and Their Passing Shows

2016-10-04
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first digital edition grier rating a desire and torment swept through joyce s trembling young body at the gentle touch of
edith s cool hand upon her face she had never felt like this before it frightened her and filled her with a terrible
excitement joyce is a young woman off to her first year at college at prestigious all girl school she gets along well with
her roommate mary jean who is somewhat boy crazy joyce begins to think there s something wrong with her that
perhaps she is frigid because she has no interest in boys then she meets edith the dean of the college and falls head over
heels in love suddenly all that mattered to her was a woman twice her age whisper their love is a haunting and
courageous story of how a young girl s hunger for love leads her to discover passions she didn t know existed only a
writer as skillful and sensitive as valerie taylor could have taken such a daring subject and fashioned it into such a stirring
a novel

Between Their World and Ours

2007-04-01

a culinary adventure and celebration of african cooking and cultural diversity from a pioneering west african food writer
television personality and cooking teacher food writer and cook lerato umah shaylor s magnificent cookbook is a delicious
eating tour of the african continent introducing vibrant and varied cuisines that are rich in flavor diverse in culture and
steeped in tradition lerato adds her own modern twist and inventive style to traditional african dishes that have been
passed down and enjoyed for generations and combines these recipes with personal stories of africa infused with her
delectable sense of adventure with africana home cooks can learn how to create some of the most iconic african dishes
from nigeria to madagascar and morocco to south africa here are more than 100 recipes to delight and inspire such as spice
island coconut fish curry harissa leg of lamb with hibiscus senegalese yassa tunisian tagine south african malva pudding
and the secret to the perfect jollof a feast for the senses bursting with flavor and offering a sense of wanderlust africana
will bring the magic of the continent to any kitchen

The Story of the Volunteer Fire Department of the City of New York

1882

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as
we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible
therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our
most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united
states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no
entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work
may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is
important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of
the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

German Popular Stories and Fairy Tales

1888

Stories by American Authors: A martyr to science, by Mary P. Jacobi. The
mount of sorrow, by Harriet P. Spofford. Sister Silvia, by Mary A. Tincker

1884

Every Girl Tells a Story

2002

Jesus

1892
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The Saturday Review of Politics, Literature, Science and Art

1881

You've Got to Read this

1994

Chambers's Journal of Popular Literature, Science and Arts

1883

The History of Waukesha County, Wisconsin, Containing an Account of Its
Settlement, Growth, Development, and Resources ...

1880

The Story of Secret Service

1937

Child-garden of Story, Song and Play

1898

Whisper Their Love

2011-06-01

The Bookman

1894

Africana

2023-03-07

Works of George Eliot: Scenes of clerical life

1898

The Academy

1876

The Great California Trail in 1849

1882
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The Story of Chicago and National Development, 1534-1912

1911

Trade Circular and Publishers' Bulletin

1889

Bookseller and the Stationery Trades' Journal

1888

Daily Stories of Pennsylvania

1924

The Eclectic Magazine of Foreign Literature, Science, and Art

1889

Educational Times

1893

Beautiful Masterpieces and Their Stories

2012-11-01

Landseer's Dogs and Their Stories, by Sarah Tytler

2015-08-27
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